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HP SmartFriend Complete 1-Year Service  
Enjoy over-the-phone 24/7 support from an expert HP technician wherever you are with HP SmartFriend Service. 
Technicians can walk you through how to solve the issue or login to your PC remotely and solve it for you. Outsmart 
hackers, viruses, digital disasters with the help of HP SmartFriend. 
 
Bigger Brains – Learn Windows 10 and More  
Bigger Brains is an online classroom with over 100 training courses on Windows 10, Microsoft Office, QuickBooks, 
Staying Safe Online and more.  Features video lessons that are enjoyable and effective, which are used by individuals 
and corporations all around the world. Learn at your own pace. Courses can be taken anywhere, anytime on your 
favorite device. 
 
Hotspot Shield Premium 1-Year Subscription  
Hotspot Shield provides private access to the open internet. Get access to social networks, sports, audio and video 
streaming, news, dating, gaming—wherever you are. Connect through our proprietary VPN, which is a virtual private 
network that extends across a public or shared network and acts like a tunnel, so you can exchange data.  
 
RoboForm Everywhere Personal 1-Year Subscription  
Now more than ever, in the age of daily, large-scale data breaches, everyone should protect their data from being stolen 
or compromised. There are a number of ways to store passwords, but none quite as simple as RoboForm. Our end-to-
end solution makes generating and organizing passwords simple; no more writing down passwords on sticky notes or 
using your dog’s birthday. Powered by AES 256-bit encryption, RoboForm keeps your passwords accessible and safer 
across every device you use. 
 
Meeting Recorder Plus for Windows  
Capture video call get-togethers, special events, meetings, classroom learning and more. This is the ultimate video 
conference call recorder designed to capture video calls with ease. With the highest recording quality, capture Zoom, 
Skype, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, Slack or any other video conferencing application. It's the only call recorder you'll 
ever need. 
 
Pandora Premium 3-Month Pass  
Important Note: Offer only valid for non-subscribers of Pandora Services who have not previously redeemed a trial pass. 
After your 90 day trial, you will be enrolled in a membership for $9.99 per month. Please note that your credit card will 
be automatically billed if you do not cancel your trial or subscription before the trial period has expired. To cancel, 
visit Pandora.com, sign-in and view Subscriptions, and click on Switch Plans and then Cancel Subscription to confirm 
your cancellation.  With Pandora Premium, enjoy personalized radio with on-demand listening. You can search and play 
any song or album. Create playlists and use the power of Pandora to help complete them. Save data by downloading the 
music you want offline. Enjoy all your favorites with no ads and unlimited skips and replays.    
 
Transparent Language Online 6-Month Service  
At Transparent Language, we're serious about language learning and teaching you to speak a new language in real world 
situations. Whether your purpose is business, travel, school, or self-improvement, Transparent Language Online 
provides the most complete online learning solution available for more than 100 different languages, including Arabic, 
Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish, Russian, and more. 
 
Buxfer Pro 1-Year Service  
Buxfer makes managing money easy. Now you can understand where your money goes, reduce unwanted spending, 
track investments and reach your financial goals by bringing all your financial accounts together in one online money-
management service. 
 
 
Britannica Premium 1-Year Service  
With Britannica Online Premium you'll have the joy of learning at your fingertips! Be it at home or on the go, whether 
you need credible background information for a home or work project or you simply want to learn more about a topic of 
interest, Britannica Online includes hundreds of thousands of articles on popular subjects, including history, science, 
culture, sports, animals and more – accessible anytime, anywhere! 
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